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22 Nine-piece, nu metal band from Des Moines 

known for scabrous nihilism and scary masks 
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 (Mate. Feed. Kill. Repeat., People = Shit etc.) 
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Across Down 
    

1 Words used to indicate things already stated  1 Palestinian Nakba or Patti Newton (initials) 

 such as he, she, it, they, ze, zim, zieself etc. 2 Prank unsuspecting victim with link to Never  

2 Vast nuclear, aircraft carrier patrolling world  Gonna Give You Up by Rick Astley in  

 in display of US power (AKA Uncle Chester  baffling internet meme (4, 4) 

 after WW2 Commander of war in Pacific) 3 Popular washing powder made by sinister 

9 “I ain’t got no quarrel with those Vietcong.   multi-national 

 My conscience won’t let me go shoot my  4 Northern Ireland or nuclear Iran or New Idea  

 brother, or some darker people, or some poor   (initials) 

 hungry people in the mud. And shoot them  5 Leading Austrian psychoanalyst and author  

 for what? They never called me nigger, they   (The Trauma of Birth etc.) known for rift with  

 never lynched me, they didn’t put no dogs on   Freud over interpretation of Oedipal phase 

 me, they didn’t rob me of my nationality,   and torrid affair with Anaïs Nin (4, 4) 

 rape and kill my mother and father. Shoot  6 Israeli submachinegun named after soldier  

 them for what? How can I shoot them poor   inventor Major Uziel Gal developed in 40s  

 people?” What was Muhammad Ali (also  to arm nascent state against hostile forces 

 Simon Townsend) after conscription into 7 Sacred language of Hinduism 

 military during Vietnam war? 11 Exclamation indicating pain 

10 Suffix used to form nouns expressing action 12 Insulting name for person who wears glasses 

 or result of root verb (when ending in “ate”) 13 Staring in a coarse, uncomprehending manner 

12 Søren Kierkegaard or Stanley Kowalski or   (poetic/archaic) such as in Letter to a Purist  

 “Suge” Knight or Sad Keanu (initials)  by Sylvia Plath 

13 Agent Orange (initials)  “O my love, 

14 Donovan song with touching antiwar message  O my great idiot, who 

 from 60s (also action series with Jean-Claude  With one foot 

 Van Damme as cryonically frozen soldier  Caught (as it were) in the muck-trap 

 killed in Vietnam reanimated in 90s in secret  Of skin and bone, 

 program to create ruthless killing machine)  Dithers with the other way out 

 (with Dolph Lundgren, as nemesis) (initials)   In preposterous provinces of the madcap 

15 Music genre with ambitious compositions,   Cloud-cuckoo, 

 profound lyrics and ostentatious displays of   … at the impeccable moon” 

 virtuosity (often in cape) (Goblin etc.) (4, 4)  20 “…, …, …, …, …, …, …, …, …, …, etc.”  

16 Equal opportunity (initials)  T.N.T. ACDC  

17 Airmiess Asghedom (initials) 21 Silent Night (initials) 

18 Hyman Roth (initials)   

19 Popov, Bozo, Emmett Kelly, Helmut Doork,  3 June 2022 

 Zig, Zag, Ronald MacDonald, Shakes etc.   

 

 


